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UM RESEARCHER USES GLUE TO FIX BROKEN HEARTS -  If Humpty Dumpty were here 
today, UM researcher Craig Eddy could probably put him back together again. Eddy is testing a glue, 
developed by a biochemist, to mend aortas whose layers have separated because of an unusual type of 
heart disease. Before Eddy came along, no one had been able to mimic the disease in animals other than 
turkeys. Eddy has developed a model using sheep and has successfully glued damaged aortas in 12 
animals. His procedure can take as few' as four minutes and promises to revolutionize the current 
surgical procedure in humans called aortic dissection. That procedure, in which part of the aorta is 
replaced, takes 30-90 minutes and carries about a 20 percent mortality rate and 40 percent rate of 
subsequent problems such as paraplegia and renal failure, problems Eddy says are caused mainly by the 
length of time the surgery takes. His preliminary results suggest markedly reduced morbidity and 
mortality, and he’s preparing to test those results in 60 more animals. Success there could lead to use 
of the glue in humans.
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